Rimowa Topas Stealth - Multiwheel 32 (RHD)
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The Topas Stealth - Multiwheel&reg; 32" (RHD) is part of the Topas Stealth Collection from Rimowa&reg;. The classic Topas was
introduced back in the 1950s and has been under continuous development since then. Multistage monotelescopic pull handle
extends to a variety of lengths for easy maneuvering. Lightweight and sturdy, aluminum shell was developed especially for tropical
travel. Top and side heavy-duty carry handles allow you to comfortably lift even a fully loaded case with ease. Retractable Add-A-Bag
Holder allows attachment of brief case or hand bag for easier transport. Bag opens book-style for easy packing and unpacking of your
items. Main compartment features mesh packing dividers on each side for multiple packing options. Flex divider adds compression to
discourage wrinkling and shifting. TSA Lever Action Locks add security and can be opened for security checks without any damage to
the lock. Durable aluminum-magnesium alloy shell protects against high humidity and strong fluctuations in temperature. Patented
Multiwheel&#174; System features eight ball bearing wheels, which rotate 360&#186; making transporting an upright or leaning case
easy to maintain. Imported. Measurements: Width: 20 3&frasl;5 in Depth: 10 1&frasl;4 in Height: 30 1&frasl;4 in Weight: 15 lbs
14.08 oz This product may have a manufacturer&#039;s warranty. Please visit the manufacturer&#039;s website or contact us at for
full manufacturer warranty details.
If you really love this product. Please click top image to go to product page and click add to bag to order it . ! .Have a greatest for
shopping today . ! .
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